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ABSTRACT

Background: Improved outcome measures are necessary to reduce sample size and increase power in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) clinical trials. Motor unit number estimation (MUNE) is a potentially attractive tool. MUNE methods previously employed in multicenter trials exhibited excessive variability and were prone to artifact.

Objective: To evaluate a modification of standard incremental MUNE in a multicenter natural history study of subjects with ALS.

Methods: Fifty healthy subjects were evaluated twice and 71 subjects with ALS were studied repeatedly for up to 500 days. Side and nerve studied was based on clinical examination findings. Nerves were stimulated at 3 specified locations and 3 increments were obtained at each location. Average single motor unit action potential (SMUP) amplitude was calculated by adding the amplitude of the third increment at each location and dividing by 9; SMUP was divided into maximum CMAP amplitude to determine the MUNE.

Results: Test-retest variability was 9% in normal subjects. Average MUNE for normal subjects was 225 (±87), and was 41.9 (±39) among subjects with ALS at baseline. Subjects with ALS showed clear decrements over time, with an average rate of decline of approximately 9% per month. SMUP amplitude increased with time in a fashion consistent with the known pathophysiology of ALS.

Conclusion: Multipoint incremental MUNE has a number of attributes that make it attractive as an outcome measure in ALS and other diseases characterized by motor unit loss. It can be rapidly performed on any EMG machine and has repeatability and rates of decline that favorably compare to other previously described methods. Neurology® 2011;77:235–241

GLOSSARY
ADM = abductor digiti minimi; ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R = Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale–Revised; APB = abductor pollicis brevis; CMAP = compound motor unit action potential; MUNE = motor unit number estimation; SMUP = single motor unit action potential.

The search for effective therapies for patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is limited by the lack of sensitive outcome measures. Recent phase II and phase III trials have almost exclusively used a functional outcome, the ALS Functional Rating Scale–Revised (ALSFRS-R), as the primary measure.1–3 The ALSFRS-R is rapidly performed, reproducible, and easily standardized. However, the rate of decline and the high intersubject variability requires large sample sizes to detect a modest reduction in the rate of disease progression. In addition, the scale combines many patient attributes, such that a change in rate of decline in ALSFRS-R does not have intuitive meaning to patients or clinicians.

Motor unit number estimation (MUNE) has long been of interest as a measure that might sensitively assess lower motor neuron loss.4–6 In the hands of single investigators, MUNE conducted using a variety of methods has shown great promise. However, attempts to apply a
specific technique (statistical method) to a multicenter trial proved problematic. Ideally, a MUNE technique should be easy to standardize, be performed rapidly on any EMG machine, have excellent test-retest reproducibility, and decline rapidly in subjects with ALS. As part of a multicenter study of novel outcome measures in ALS, a simple combination of both incremental and multipoint MUNE methods, which we have termed multipoint incremental MUNE, was employed. We report data on reliability of this technique in normal subjects and the rate of decline in subjects with ALS, to determine whether this measure has properties that would make it an attractive outcome measure in future ALS trials.

METHODS Subjects. Subjects were recruited at 8 US sites. Fifty normal control subjects were recruited with at least 4 subjects at each site for evaluation of test-retest reliability. Average age of control subjects was 32 years (SD 9.4); there were 19 men and 31 women. The ulnar nerve was studied in 17 subjects and the median nerve in 33 subjects. Subjects with ALS carried a diagnosis of probable or definite ALS as defined by the modified El Escorial Criteria. Subjects were between 18 and 85 years of age, had average muscle strength greater than 3.5 on a modified manual muscle testing scale, and were not ventilator dependent. Subjects with implanted electrical devices were excluded. Patients were also excluded if they had another disease that could impact assessment of peripheral motor neuron loss due to ALS. Participation in ALS treatment trials was allowed.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of all the participating sites.

MUNE method. Either the ulnar or median nerve of the right or left hand was studied (see below). Recording electrodes were placed on either the ulnar nerve innervated abductor digiti minimi (ADM) or the median nerve innervated abductor pollicis brevis (APB) muscle, using the standard belly-tendon montage. There were 3 stimulus locations used for each muscle; for the median nerve, stimulus locations were 2 cm proximal to the wrist crease, 4 cm proximal to the first stimulation site, and in the cubital fossa. For the ulnar nerve, locations were 2 cm proximal to the wrist crease, 4 cm proximal to the first site, and 1 cm proximal to the ulnar groove at the elbow.

Filter settings were 10 Hz–10 KHz. For each stimulation site, optimum stimulus location was determined using a sub-maximal stimulus and moving the stimulator to evoke the greatest response. The location was marked, and stimulating electrodes applied; self-adhesive circular motor electrodes were employed. For the most distal site, a maximal response was obtained. Amplifier settings were then increased to 50 μV/division, and stimulus control increased to the maximum allowable; graduation in at least tenths of milliamperes was necessary. A standard 3-site motor conduction program was used, with traces set to superimpose. Subthreshold stimuli were applied at a rate of approximately 1/second, with stimulus intensity slowly increased until an all-or-nothing initial response was obtained. Baseline to peak amplitude was measured. For both initial and subsequent incremental responses, the minimum negative peak amplitude considered to be acceptable for recording was 25 μV. Tracings with an initial positive component were measured from baseline to negative peak as well, disregarding the positive portion of the response. The initial response was recorded on trace 1, after which stimulus intensity was increased until a clearly defined incremental response (of more than 25 μV incremental amplitude) was obtained. This response was recorded on trace 2, and a second increment obtained with further slight increase in stimulus intensity. The final potential was recorded on trace 3. The negative peak amplitude of the third response was recorded. The tracings were printed, and stimulus location moved to the second site, where the same procedure of incremental stimulation was repeated. Stimulation at the third location was identical to the first and second.

Calculation of MUNE and single motor unit action potential amplitude. The amplitude of the third response at each site was summed, then divided by 9 to yield the average single motor unit action potential (SMUP) amplitude. This amplitude was divided into the maximum compound motor unit action potential (CMAP) amplitude to yield the MUNE. For evaluation of rate of decline, change from baseline was calculated.

Time intervals and nerve selection. The goal was to study subjects at 3-month intervals; if, however, they were participating in a clinical trial that required different intervals, the schedule was modified to match that of the clinical trial. This resulted in a wide distribution of intervals among subjects. At the first visit, the upper extremities were evaluated clinically. For patients with clinically detectable weakness in both upper extremities, the stronger of the 2 hands was chosen. If there was weakness only in one extremity, that extremity was studied. For that hand, motor and sensory nerve conduction studies of the median nerve were performed using standard techniques, to rule out the presence of median neuropathy at the wrist. If either a median neuropathy was detected or the CMAP amplitude was smaller than 5 mV, sensory and motor studies of the ulnar nerve were performed. If a significant ulnar neuropathy at the elbow or wrist was detected, or the CMAP amplitude was less than 5 mV, the other hand was studied in similar fashion. The underlying goal was to choose a nerve/muscle not affected by focal neuropathy and with a CMAP amplitude in the low normal range. If all nerves studied had CMAPs reduced in amplitude, the nerve with the largest motor response was chosen for study.

Training, validation, and quality assurance. Prior to study onset, an in-person training session was held for all investigators. Following the training session, each investigator was required to study 4 normal subjects twice at their home institution with the interval between study being at least 3 hours and with the requirement that all electrodes be removed prior to restudy. Evaluators did not calculate the MUNE on site, but sent the tracings for all studies to the central MUNE coordination site (SUNY Upstate Medical University). A single reviewer (J.M.S.) evaluated all tracings for quality and correct cursor placement, and calculated the MUNE for each study. Test-retest variability was calculated; evaluators were certified as being capable of performing the study if variability was less than 20% for all subjects. If variability was greater than this criterion for any subject, the evaluator repeated the studies either on the same subject or on another. The data reported in this article reflect the original studies performed by each evaluator.
RESULTS Fifty normal subjects were studied at 8 sites. Although each site was required to submit 4 normal subjects for reliability assessment, multiple evaluators at several sites necessitated additional subjects. Mean MUNE (±SD) was 225 (±87) for 33 median nerves, and 220 (±81) for 17 ulnar nerves. Given that the mean MUNEs for both nerves were so similar, and the focus of this study is to develop a single measure, data from both nerves were analyzed together. Overall normal values for MUNE were 223, 84.9, 0.70, and 219 for mean, SD, skew, and median, 55.2, 20.5, 1.11, and 50.7 for SMUP amplitude, and 11.0, 2.54, 0.62, and 10.2 for CMAP amplitude. Test-retest reliability for MUNE was 0.905 for all subjects studied. All sites had test-retest reliability greater than 80%.

Seventy-one subjects with ALS were studied at the 8 sites, with 64 subjects studied at least twice, with a minimum interval of 37 days. Number of subjects studied was chosen on the basis of expected variability of another exploratory measure of ALS disease progression, and not on the basis of expected MUNE results. The median nerve was studied in 45 subjects, and the ulnar nerve in 26 subjects. Initial mean MUNE recorded from median nerve was 45.5 (SD 44.8, skew 1.56, median 28.0) and 73.3 (SD 47.2, skew 0.49, median 69.0) for the ulnar nerve. Numbers of subjects studied and initial values across sites are presented in table 1. For subjects studied at least twice, the interval between first and last study ranged from 37 to 500 days. Initial MUNE ranged from 192 to 2 with a mean of 41.9 (±39.4) for all nerves studied.

Table 1 Initial MUNE values by site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site no.</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mean MUNE</th>
<th>Mean SMUP, µV</th>
<th>Mean CMAP, mV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CMAP = compound motor unit action potential; MUNE = motor unit number estimation; SMUP = single motor unit action potential.

Examples of tracings obtained from each stimulation site are shown in figure 1, for both a normal subject and a subject with ALS. As expected, SMUP amplitude varied as a function of the calculated MUNE (figure 2A). For higher MUNE values, SMUP amplitude was near normal values, with amplitude increasing as MUNE declined. However, for end-stage muscles, SMUP amplitude often declined; this is reflected in the number of small amplitude motor units seen for very small MUNE values in figure 2A. Across all subjects with ALS studied, there were 15 studies in which average SMUP amplitude was less than 50 µV. Mean MUNE for those studies was 38.7; more strikingly, in 10/15 of these studies, MUNE was less than 10. CMAP amplitude also decreased with decreasing MUNE values (figure 2B); the slope of the decline in CMAP amplitude was greatest at small MUNE values, suggesting CMAP amplitude was relatively preserved when MUNE was beginning to decline.

The rate of decline in MUNE may vary as a function of absolute motor unit number; to determine whether this was a factor in the current study, rate of decline of MUNE was calculated separately for the 10 subjects with initial MUNE values of 10 or less, the 42 subjects with MUNE values between 10 and 100, and the 10 subjects with MUNE values of greater than 100. MUNE, expressed as % change from baseline, declined by 2.94% (±15.24) per month for the <10 group, 8.78% (±5.16) for the 10–100 group, and 8.60% (±11.42) for the greater than 100 group. Given the similarity in rates of decline for subjects with initial MUNE greater than 10, data from the 52 subjects studied at least twice and who had an initial MUNE of 10 or greater at the first measurement session were combined and analyzed in greater detail. For these subjects, decline in MUNE and CMAP amplitude, expressed as % change from baseline, is shown in figure 3. For each of these subjects, decline of MUNE was less than 50% at the 10 subjects with initial MUNE values of 10 or less, the 42 subjects with MUNE values between 10 and 100, and the 10 subjects with MUNE values of greater than 100. MUNE, expressed as % change from baseline, declined by 2.94% (±15.24) per month for the <10 group, 8.78% (±5.16) for the 10–100 group, and 8.60% (±11.42) for the greater than 100 group. Given the similarity in rates of decline for subjects with initial MUNE greater than 10, data from the 52 subjects studied at least twice and who had an initial MUNE of 10 or greater at the first measurement session were combined and analyzed in greater detail. For these subjects, decline in MUNE and CMAP amplitude, expressed as % change from baseline, is shown in figure 3. For each of these subjects, decline of MUNE was less than 50% at the 10 subjects with initial MUNE values of 10 or less, the 42 subjects with MUNE values between 10 and 100, and the 10 subjects with MUNE values of greater than 100. MUNE, expressed as % change from baseline, declined by 2.94% (±15.24) per month for the <10 group, 8.78% (±5.16) for the 10–100 group, and 8.60% (±11.42) for the greater than 100 group. Given the similarity in rates of decline for subjects with initial MUNE greater than 10, data from the 52 subjects studied at least twice and who had an initial MUNE of 10 or greater at the first measurement session were combined and analyzed in greater detail. For these subjects, decline in MUNE and CMAP amplitude, expressed as % change from baseline, is shown in figure 3. For each of these subjects, slope was calculated using a linear regression model. The average rate of decline of MUNE was 8.94% (±7.92) per month, while CMAP declined at a rate of 6.32% (±8.05) per month. SMUP amplitude increased over time, at a rate of 6.9% (±25.61) per month. The difference between rates of decline in MUNE and CMAP appeared to increase with time; this may reflect increased motor unit remodeling with time.

In order to assess the behavior of MUNE and CMAP amplitude as outcome measures, the coefficient of variation for rate of change was calculated for all subjects with initial MUNE >10. Slopes were calculated using raw data and % change from baseline. Coefficient of variation for the rate of change was calculated by dividing the SD of individual slopes by
the mean (table 2). As can be seen, the multipoint technique provides the lowest coefficient of variation of the rate of change, supporting its potential to be a more efficient outcome measure than standard approaches such as the ALSFRS-R.

**DISCUSSION** This study shows that multipoint incremental MUNE produces a value that is highly reproducible and declines faster than other commonly employed outcome measures used in ALS trials. At 1 year, MUNE dropped by approximately 60%. Test-retest variability in normal subjects matched or exceeded that seen in single-center studies using other MUNE techniques, and was superior to prior multiple-center studies using the statistical technique. 8–12 A similar technique adapted to evaluating motor units in the rat tail also showed excellent reproducibility. 13 In humans, a technique called adaptive multipoint MUNE also involved obtaining several incremental responses at multiple points along a nerve 14–16; however, locations and number of
points studied were not standardized, increasing the variability of the measurement.

Previous MUNE studies in ALS have for the most part been conducted at single sites. Using the multipoint method, % change of MUNE was found to be greater than change in strength, pulmonary function, or the Appel Rating Scale over a 1-year period,17 approaching 70% on average. A similar decline in multipoint MUNE in another natural history study of patients with ALS was found more recently.17 A study employing an entirely different technique, the incremental method,18 identified virtually the same rate of decline.

The protocol for performing this method of motor unit estimation was designed to be as simple as possible, so that the technique could be performed on any EMG machine and in a uniform fashion by multiple evaluators at different study sites. For this reason, amplitude was chosen as the attribute measured rather than area, which requires more judgments on the part of the evaluator with respect to cursor placement. Using baseline to peak amplitude also eliminates the need to make judgments as to whether waveforms with prominent positive dips should be excluded, as the only decision point is whether a given waveform is more than 25 μV greater than its predecessor. We recognize that some units can change the overall waveform area without affecting amplitude; however, our data suggest that reliable data can be obtained using strict amplitude criteria. Another criterion that was strictly followed for both normal subjects and subjects with ALS was to not include any units with negative peak amplitude of less than 25 μV; this criterion was applied both to initial waveforms and subsequent increments. While we cannot eliminate the possibility that normal muscle does in fact contain units smaller than 25 μV, prior studies with a variety of techniques suggest that such units are rare.10,12,19

The ALSFRS-R is commonly used as the primary outcome in recent ALS trials. The rates of decline of MUNE, CMAP amplitude, and ALSFRS-R are shown in table 2, using both raw values and % change from baseline. The data for ALSFRS-R are taken from the placebo group of a recently reported clinical trial of celecoxib in ALS.2 The coefficient of variation for rate of change combines both the rate of change and its variability from all sources and is thus a good way to compare measures. Multipoint incremental MUNE compares favorably in this regard to both CMAP amplitude and ALSFRS-R, when expressed as % change from baseline.

There are several attractive practical aspects to this form of MUNE worth highlighting. First, it is relatively easy to perform, even in patients with a large number of motor unit potentials, and the evaluators at each of the centers were typically able to complete a measurement session within about 20 minutes. Second, training of evaluators is straightforward, in part because the decisions regarding suitability of a given waveform are similar to those made in performing routine nerve conduction studies. Third, specialized equipment is not necessary to perform the measurements. Finally, it is also well-tolerated by patients; in addition to being rapidly performed, it requires relatively low stimulus intensities. This method could also be applied to muscles of the foot, although stimulus intensities required for nerve stimulation at some stimulus locations may make the

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2** Comparison of single motor unit action potential (SMUP) (A) and compound motor unit action potential (CMAP) (B) amplitude with motor unit number estimation (MUNE) for 71 subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, at all timepoints studied.
Squares represent CMAP data, diamonds represent MUNE data. Error bars denote the standard error for each data point.

procedure somewhat more uncomfortable. However, the data presented here suggest that limiting investigation to the upper extremities still yields data that compare well to other outcome measures that evaluate more global deficits.

As with all MUNE methods, this technique is vulnerable to bias. First, sampling is limited to units near electrical threshold; this potentially could bias the sample toward larger units. Second, using ampli-

Figure 3 Decline in motor unit number estimation (MUNE) and compound motor unit action potential (CMAP) amplitude, expressed as change from baseline, for 52 subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis with a minimum of MUNE of 10 at first evaluation.

Table 2 Rates of decline of ALSFRS-R, CMAP amplitude, and MUNE expressed using raw values and % change from baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Mean rate of decline per year, SE</th>
<th>SD of rate of decline</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation for rate of change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALSFRS total score (units)</td>
<td>12.85 ± 16.55</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALSFRS % change from baseline</td>
<td>30.83 ± 42.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAP total score</td>
<td>3.81 ± 4.14</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAP % change from baseline</td>
<td>84.46 ± 90.86</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNE</td>
<td>61.18 ± 93.04</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNE % change from baseline</td>
<td>112.08 ± 80.99</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ALSFRS-R = Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale-Revised; CMAP = compound motor unit action potential; MUNE = motor unit number estimation.
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